
COMMITMENT
Commitment /kəˈmɪtm(ə)nt/

noun

to be dedicated to a cause, activity
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TRYING
ˈtrʌ鎲鎲ŋ/

verb

To make an attempt or effort to do 
something
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responsibility /r鎲ˌspɒns鎲ˈb鎲l鎲ti/

noun

To ‘own’ your participation in 
something; be accountable

RESPONSIBILITY



BACK WORD
ᦶ

try | trʌɪ |
verb (tries, trying, tried)
make an attempt or effort to  
do something
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blame /ble鎲m/

verb

to find and attribute fault or wrong 
doing to the action of others

BLAME



trust  /trʌst/

noun

A firm belief in the reliability, truth 
or ability of something.
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TRUST
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try | trʌɪ |
verb (tries, trying, tried)
make an attempt or effort to  
do something
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DOUBT
doubt  /da鎵t/

noun

a feeling of uncertainty about 
the truth, reality, or possibility of 
something



RESPONDING
responding /r鎲ˈspɒnd/

verb

to reply or act in a considered way
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try | trʌɪ |
verb (tries, trying, tried)
make an attempt or effort to  
do something
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reacting /r鎲ˈakt/

verb

to respond from a defense 
mechanism and not take into 
consideration long term effects  

REACTING



LIGHTNESS
lightness /ˈla鎲t.nđs/ 

noun

being in the moment, 
and open to creativity
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try | trʌɪ |
verb (tries, trying, tried)
make an attempt or effort to  
do something
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significance /s鎲ƨˈn鎲f鎲k(đ)ns/

noun

being overly attached  
to an outcome

SIGNIFICANCE



TRUTH
truth /truːǉ/

noun

being authentic or in 
accordance with values 
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try | trʌɪ |
verb (tries, trying, tried)
make an attempt or effort to  
do something
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FRAUD
fraud /fr鎰ːd/

noun

self deception or lack of  
alignment to values



RESPECT
respect /r鎲ˈsp鎱kt/

noun

a feeling of deep admiration for 
someone or something elicited 
by their abilities, qualities, or 
achievements
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try | trʌɪ |
verb (tries, trying, tried)
make an attempt or effort to  
do something
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INVALIDATION
invalidation /鎲nˈval鎲de鎲t/

noun

when a person’s thoughts and 
feelings are rejected, ignored,  
or judged  



ACTION
action  | ˈakʃ(ə)n | 
noun

the fact or process of doing 
something, typically to achieve 
an aim
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DELAY
delay | dɪˈleɪ |
verb

to postpone or defer (an action)


